DESIGN FOR
PERFORMANCE
A practical guide to empower L&D/HR professionals
to shift from Order Takers to Performance Partners

By Arun Pradhan

THIS GUIDE IS FREE.
Please use it/ distribute/ share it/ wear it as bling etc. for non-commercial
purposes as you see fit. Check out the associated video supporting it here.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com – Be Smarter. Faster.

Why I’m giving this away.
After years of developing this approach in my own consulting practice and
running workshops with Learning & HR teams supporting them to do
likewise, I have taken a job that will prevent such workshops from
continuing.
I still have a strong commitment to contribute to the community, so I’ve
decided to share this guide and the associated video walk through for free.
I’m also continuing to maintain Learn2LearnOnline.com as a free resource.

If these or the other resources I’ve provided have proved useful
to you, be sure to check out ModelThinkers.com
I co-founded ModelThinkers with Shai Desai as a way to support people to
be smarter, faster. I couldn’t be prouder of how it’s developing and am
excited by the plans we have to take it to the next level. Signing up to the
free ModelThinkers weekly newsletter is also a great way to stay in touch,
as I find the time to write those newsletter each weekend ☺.
Either way, I sincerely hope that this guide and my other projects might
contribute to your journey.

Thanks,

Arun Pradhan

January 2022.
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Welcome

Does the above cartoon seem familiar? It’s what came to my mind when I started running workshops on the topic
of moving from ‘training order-taker’ to an invaluable performance partner.
The transformation to performance partner is an urgent one that organisations desperately need as they continuously adapt to
a fast moving, challenging environment. Likewise, it’s essential for our industry to reinvent ourselves and deliver greater value –
or we risk becoming irrelevant.
No matter where you are in your own journey, I’m grateful for your participation in this workshop. I encourage you to make the
most of the opportunities it provides to network and develop yourself. Here are some quick tips:
•

Hold yourself to account: Use this guide to commit to actions and change back at your work. Share your commitments and
how you’re going with them with your network. A good start is to watch the associated video and fill out the summary
contract on the following page.

•

Learn with others: Don’t go it alone. Connect with a small group to stay on track and experiment. Maybe introduce these
methods to your team and go on the journey together — the point is to share your commitment with one another and hold
each other to account to help embed lasting change.

•

Connect with me: If you haven’t done so already, please link up with me on Linkedin & Twitter, or via the
ModelThinkers.com community.

Finally, be sure to use this document as a reference, rather than feeling as though you’ve got to remember it all.
The tables in this document have been designed for you to use them as you work, so remember where they are when you need
them rather than trying to remember everything in them.
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Performance Partnering

Diagram by arun > arunpradhan.com

Based on the work you’ve completed in the last 6 months, where are you on the scale?
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How important is shifting further up the scale to you?

What’s preventing you from shifting and/or reinventing your role?

What are three high value actions you’ll commit to as you continue to make this change?
(Fill this one out after watching the video and completing this guide.)
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Developing Influence and Impact

Developing Influence. Diagram by arun > arunpradhan.com

Consider the steps above, write down two elements that you do well and two elements that
you need to improve. What area will you focus on improving over the next month?
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Two Models to help build your influence.
Influence and persuasion are key parts of shifting from being an Order Taker to Performance Partner. There’s a lot that could be
said about both, but for now I’ll focus on introducing you to two models. The first is from the person who literally wrote the
book on persuasion, Robert Cialdini. He introduced six principles of persuasion:

Find out more about Cialdini’s Six Principles of Persuasion at ModelThinkers here.
Two of the main points for me here are:
-

Authority: don’t be afraid to (skilfully) express your authority and credibility in learning and behavioural science, just as
your stakeholder is likely an expert on their needs and context. It’s about valuing what you have to contribute.
Consensus or social proof: consider using benchmarking or other companies experiences as guides to influence. For
example, I often reference big tech companies focusing on social learning etc. In addition, this ties back to ‘amplifying
your champions’, so if one internal stakeholder is working with you to great effect, how can you leverage that story to
influence others?

Consider which companies or stakeholders you will use to create social proof/ consensus. Also, how will you more effectively
position your credibility and authority with your stakeholders?

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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In addition, another key model that I use to create influence during the consulting process is Permission Structure:

Find out more about Permission Structure at ModelThinkers here.
If you watch the video that goes with this guide, you’ll notice that I continually emphasise the importance of ‘not making your
stakeholder wrong’, and the centrality of taking your stakeholder on the journey.
It’s important that you become skilled at directing, supporting and empowering your stakeholder rather than bluntly correcting
them. It’s about developing a partnership where they see and actively participate in understand the real problem to be
addressed, and how they can better work with you to deliver value.
This approach is implicitly built into the Performance Canvas process, which we’ll dive into next.
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Introducing the Performance Canvas
The ‘crossroads moments’ in our job
I believe that there is a common ‘crossroads moment’ in our job that occur at semi-regular moments. It might come through an
email, a chat or Teams message. Whatever form, it is a request for you to 'build and deliver some training'. It doesn't matter if
they're asking for elearning or a f2f workshop. It might even be accompanied with content that they expect you to turn into that
training - a powerpoint, manual or some notes.
That's the moment we're going to focus on and help you turn on its head.
Specifically, we'll look at how to take that moment and turn it into a 30 to 60m conversation that explores underlying
performance challenges and sets you up to deliver performance-based solutions that matter. Even better, it's about shifting to
a co-design process that engages and develops a collaborative partnership with your stakeholder, taking them on a journey to
see other options and opportunities.
To achieve this, we’re going to use a simple tool that I’ve created called the Performance Canvas.

Each side of the document focuses on different aspects of the process.
•
•

The first page is all about the performance gap analysis and identifying the real problem, success metrics, audience and
what shifts are required.
The second page is about designing evidence-based solutions that deliver results.

You can download the canvas, for free, from my website.
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Inspiration
There are many wonderful processes out there and you might already be using one. Still, exploring this approach will help to
sharpen your own process and you might even choose to adopt aspects of it. Either way, I hope that working through my
approach will help you become more conscious about your and your team’s approach as you develop a common language and
methodology.
Before we go further, I’d like to acknowledge some wonderful influences which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Action Mapping by Cathy Moore
Performance Consulting by Nigel Harrison
Design Thinking by lots of people, but check out Ideo and dSchool to get started
The East Framework by the Behavioural Insights Team
Habit formation by lots of people, but check out Charles Duhigg, BJ Fogg and James Clear
Skills development by lots of people, but check out Deliberate Practice by Anders Ericsson.

Some of these sources are also highlighted in the pic below and are highly recommended in their own right.
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Part of a Strategic Process

The image above captures where the performance design process fits into broader organisational
strategy and options.
What are the key strategic objectives you are currently contributing to? What are the unique strategic
capabilities that are crucial for your organisation? What approaches (bottom section) are you
considering in your context?
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Performance Design Process
Using the Canvas, at a high level, involves the following nine steps:
SET UP

INVITATION

1. Invite Stakeholder / respond to a request

PERFORMANCE GAP
ANALYSIS – using
page 1 of the canvas.

FUTURE STATE

2. Define business success

CURRENT STATE

3. Identify who’s involved
4. Generate persona(s)

Often in a 30 to 60m
engagement
GAP ANALYSIS

5. Identify required behavioral change
6. Identify required blocks/ levers for change

SOLUTION DESIGN –
using page 2 of the
canvas

STRATEGIES/
SOLUTIONS

7. Confirm the problem as defined above
8. Consider environment with nudges and habits
9. Consider support & development with resources,
experience, people & training

Here’s one reminder of why you need a process like this:

Let’s start with page 1 of the Canvas, reproduced on the following page (download it from my website for a full-size copy).
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INVITE STAKEHOLDERS
The invitation might not apply to everyone. It involves getting in a room (even virtually) with a stakeholder who has made a
request of you or your team. It’s about having an opportunity to understand the performance outcomes behind an ‘order taker’
request. It can be challenging if your stakeholder thinks this is just a simple order and suddenly you’re requesting their valuable
time. Here’s how you can handle it.
Aim

You might say

Invite stakeholders to
shift from a
conversation about
content to discussing
the performance
challenge.

‘It looks like you’ve got some great
content here. We use a process to
better understand how to deliver a
solution that will meet your needs and
have real impact. Do you have time
now or should we schedule a time
later this week?’

This often involves
shifting the focus away
from PowerPoint
slides or existing
content towards
helping stakeholders
understanding why
they have come to
you.

‘I really understand you're busy, that's
why we use that 30/60m upfront to
work through your key expectations
and goals. We use a very efficient and
tested process that ensures we can
deliver you results and we know this
upfront meeting will save you time
across the project.'

Presented by ModelThinkers.com

Guide and tips
•

Raise this question before any
detailed conversation about
content. Warning – Do NOT make
eye contact with that PowerPoint!
You do not want to be sucked into a
content conversation at this point.

•

If there’s resistance, focus on how
having the upfront meeting will
deliver results and save you’re your
stakeholder time over the project.

•

Try to understand the scope and
budget for the project. Reassure
stakeholders that taking a moment
to step back will support better
outcomes and less time from them
over the project, no matter what
the scale.

•

Despite your invitation and best
efforts, sometimes stakeholders
will insist on focusing on content.
Don’t see this as a defeat, just a
tactical retreat — you’ve raised the
potential for a broader discussion
and planted seeds about what’s
possible for next time.
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You booked the Meeting, What Next?
Approach the meeting as a co-design session, where you are actively collaborating with your stakeholder(s) to find answers.
Co-design has been around for a long time but has particularly come to the fore with design thinking. It involves a collaborative
process that positions you as a 'trusted partner'. See below for some key elements you'll need.
•

Use Visual tools - either virtual or physcial
Co-design works best when it's visual and interactive. Using a whiteboard to map out ideas and sticky notes to capture
inputs aren't just a fad, they are crucial methods to engage and draw out stakeholders.
If you're working virtually, there are many virtual equivalents that you can use.

•

Introduce and Frame up the meeting
Introduce the meeting to reinforce the approach you're taking. For example:
"Thanks again for making the time to meet. I want to make the most of your time by working through a tested process
that we use to identify key elements of the project.
"We'll start by identifying what success really looks like for this intervention. Then we'll briefly identify our target
audience's current context and approach, because whatever we deliver has really got to land for them. Finally, we'll
define the behaviour change gap and high value areas to impact our audience and achieve our goals.

•

Work to a plan, be flexible
No two jobs are the same. Hold the process that we are covering in your mind but also be open to jumping around, out
of order, as required to maintain engagement with your stakeholder.
For example, if they want to 'give you some context' upfront, definitely let them and capture the information
accordingly.

Now, let’s jump in and work through the rest of the process.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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DEFINE SUCCESS
Aim

You might say

Frame the project in terms
of the desired business
outcomes, emphasizing
what performance
outcomes are required,
rather than what learners
‘need to know.’

‘If this project is successful, what
would be the outcome for the
business?’

This is definitely the most
challenging part of the
process so be patient and
compassionate with
yourself if it doesn’t land.

Guide and tips
•

There will usually be a tendency to focus
on tactical objectives (see the next
diagram) e.g. ‘Managers will have
completed the leadership program and
learnt about our leadership approach’. If
that’s the case, keep asking ‘And what
would that give us?’ to identify the
performance/ business objectives behind
the tactical request.

•

Initially, gather all success factors without
judgement on a whiteboard or flip chart.
After you’ve generated a few, start to
identify which, if any, have metrics
associated with them. At this point,
encourage brainstorming of measurable
success factors.

•

One option is to capture success factors
in two columns: one with the factor, and
the second with any metrics associated
with it.

•

It can be difficult to find a balance
between success factors that have
metrics but are multi-factorial (have
many causal factors besides your
intervention) and ones that have no
metrics. There’s no fixed rule here, just
work to strike a balance and always ask
for metrics where possible.

•

At some point you might want to
prioritise the success factors, highlighting
3 to 5 points

‘If we don’t do this project, what
will be the cost for the business?’
‘What will the success of this
project mean?’
‘How will we know if this project
is successful?’
‘What initiated this project?
What problem is it trying to
solve?’
‘Who has a stake in the outcome
of this project and what do they
want at the end?’
‘How does this project align with
current business priorities or
address significant pain points for
the business?’
‘Are there pockets or examples in
the business where this is
successful? Can you describe
what’s happening there?’
‘In a year’s time when you bump
into your CEO in the lift – what
will you love to tell her/him about
the success of this project?”

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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The Performance Objective Pyramid. Diagram by arun > arunpradhan.com
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IDENTIFY WHO’S INVOLVED

Aim

You might say

Use the Pareto
principle or 80/20 rule
to identify which
groups are in the
position to have the
most impact on the
outcome.

‘What roles or groups are
involved in this or have an
influence over the outcome? For
example, it might include
managers, specific front-line
teams, regional workers etc.’
‘Which roles or groups would
have the biggest impact on
achieving the results we just
defined by changing their
current behavior or outputs?’
‘Which roles or groups do you
believe are in the best position
to influence this outcome?’

Guide and tips
•

Start this conversation with a quick
brainstorm about all groups involved
before prioritising.

•

Managers and leaders will often come up
as key groups for change. This is an
accurate assessment of the reality of a
workplace, but it’s also worth exploring
key groups beyond this.

•

If your stakeholders are having difficulty, a
first step could be to identify all significant
roles or groups that are affected by this
issue before prioritising.

•

Once you’ve identified a priority group,
you can also ask which other groups most
impact on their behaviour.

‘If you could change the current
behavior of one role or group,
which would you choose to
achieve the best results?’

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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GENERATE PERSONAS

Aim

You might say

Choose up to three
priority groups or
roles from which to
generate simple
personas.

‘Let’s establish an example of
someone who’s in that group so
we can create a better solution
for them. This example persona
won’t be representative of
everyone, but it will help us
think through a personal
perspective.’

Personas may be
limited in scope
depending on the time
and complexity of the
project.

‘When we design a persona,
one method is to consider two
or three people who we are
targeting and, without
mentioning names, develop a
hybrid drawn from them.’
‘We need to keep in mind that
this is a quick persona and we
don’t have this audience group
in the room so it will have more
assumptions that we’d like. Still
it’s useful for a working start
and we can decide whether we
need to dig deeper with
empathy interviews or
additional workshops with the
audience group later.’

Presented by ModelThinkers.com

Guide and tips
•

These personas are not meant to
represent all groups. Rather, they provide
a snapshot of an individual that becomes a
useful empathetic design device.

•

Given the limitations of each example,
ensure that solutions are validated and
tested with other personas and, ideally,
with real members of the audience.

•

Generating personas on the spot, without
a more robust process, can play into
existing assumptions, which should be
tested as soon as possible.

•

Ideally, choose a persona based on a role
that must make significant changes and/or
face particular blocks to change.

•

In a 30 to 60m session, it’s best to focus on
one persona as an initial guide.

•

The attributes of a persona might include:
name, role, current behaviour, key
interests, communication channels, key
pain points, underlying needs and insights,
what they feel, think and do about the
current issue.
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Personas – Quick Tips
There’s a lot I could say about personas, here are some top tips:
•

Experiment with segmentation and types of ‘groups’
We typically jump to job roles when choosing a group to represent. Other options might include level of mastery,
attitude, time in the business, location, work conditions etc. All are valid options to explore, it’s your job to work with
the stakeholder to find the most useful category to explore further. Gender and age might be useful, but see the next
point before jumping to them.

•

Don't include gender and age unless it’s directly relevant.
I used to include such things, but in some of the many workshops I ran, I noticed that the co-design group would
extrapolate too much based on a gender or age. A 'female persona' suddenly became a single mum who was juggling
two kids without support. An old male was suddenly technophobic and resisted a systems launch.
Such situations and attitudes might be relevant, but they should be included by intentional design not random bias. So
again, focus on what sort of segmentation and descriptors are most useful and relevant to the job. And avoid irrelevant
descriptors that will play to bias.
And yes, I still use names — but I tend to use ones that are gender neutral such as Alex, Taylor, Sam, Riley, Parker,
Sawyer.

•

Know that quick personas are extremely limited without deeper investigation.
Strong personas are drawn from observation, empathy interviews and involving the audience group in the session. This
is not likely part of the 30m process we're describing. These quick ones will be inherently shallow and involve a range of
assumptions. They still might be useful, but they’re a starting point only. Consider whether you need to go deeper later
(hint – if you discover that this job is mainly about mindset/motivation, its recommended that you go deeper).

•

Consider current state vs future state.
I write these personas with a focus on current state, except for the 'In relation to' which refers to future state and the
expected change. So the top section is all about current state, the bottom section is about how they are going to
respond to the change/ transformation required.

•

Choose the 'in relation to' carefully.
Because the 'in relation to' feel/think/does element focuses on the future (see previous point), choosing an appropriate
topic is crucial. Take a moment to consider that you’ve chosen one that is directly relevant to the key performance
outcomes you identified earlier.

•

Keep going until there's empathy.
If you're frustrated with the persona, you haven't dug deep enough. Keep going, trying to get deeper understanding,
until there's empathy.

•

Think of two people and create a hybrid.
One tip mentioned in the table is to encourage the stakeholder to think of two real people, and create the persona as a
hybrid of the two.

•

Use these techniques when budget/ scope allows.
Coming up with a persona off the top of your stakeholders head is fraught with limitiations. To get a more effective
persona you can involve the audience group in your co-design workshop; use empathy interviews (which focus on ‘tell
me about a time… ‘ questions followed by lots of ‘why’ questions); audience observation; qualitative and quantitative
surveys and more.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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Example Persona
Here’s an example persona of someone attending this workshop that I prepared earlier.
It’s based on my (albeit slightly informed) guess rather than any of the techniques I’d normal recommend — listed previously –
empathy interviews, observation etc. As such it’s likely to miss the mark a lot of the time. That said, it gives me insight and
empathy into a ‘type’ of person in my audience and helps me design accordingly. In this case considering how to provide
ongoing support and make things as practical as possible to quickly apply.

Big tip – actually draw the stick figure. No matter how basic, so no excuse about your drawing skills. This is anecdotal but I’ve
found that it makes a big difference to how people relate to the character you’re co-creating. I often include a more formal
representation of personas in the final design document to help with the build process, such as the following template:

Now, back to the process ☺
Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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IDENTIFY THE DESIRED BEHAVIOR CHANGE

Aim

You might say

Identify the behaviors
required from the
persona to achieve the
success factors.

‘What concrete behaviors or
actions does this person need to
take for us to achieve these
success factors?’
‘We’ll dig deeper into what they
need to know or feel later. For
now, we’re just interested in
actual, observable behaviors.’
‘The criteria for a behavior is
that you need to be able to
actually see it – so describe
what you’d see if you were
watching or taking a video of
them.’

Guide and tips
•

Ensure that the behaviours are tangible
and concrete rather than focusing on
mindsets, feelings or internal
considerations.

•

If there are more than five behaviours, ask
stakeholders to use the 80/20 rule again
and start to prioritise the most high-value
ones.

•

Focus on behaviours that are new or
changed rather than existing embedded
behaviours (unless existing behaviours are
perceived to be at risk).

One model I use to help this process is to identify which behaviours are high occurrence; high risk; high challenge; and high
impact (see below). I particularly focus in-depth resources and/or training around ‘high challenge’. By contrast, ‘high risk’ needs
to be covered but it might be a simple process to communicate.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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IDENTIFY LEVERS FOR CHANGE
Aim

You might say

Work through the
identified behaviors to
establish the required
levers or blocks for
change:

‘Most resistance to change is
because of a gap in knowledge
(because they didn’t know
about it), skills (because they
don’t know how to do it),
motivation (because they don’t
care about it), or environment
(because the systems and
context don’t support them to
do it).’

•

Knowledge (K)

•

Skills (S)

•

Motivation (M)

•

Environment (E).

‘Now we’re going to work
through these behaviors and
identify which are the key issues
behind each change:
knowledge, skills, motivation or
environment.’

Guide and tips
•

Much behaviour will involve all factors (K,
M, S and E), so encourage stakeholders to
prioritise and put two as a maximum.

•

Environment is a factor that is essential to
identify, but it is often out of scope for
learning programs. If environment is a key
factor, it should still be highlighted as an
issue.

•

Be sure to quickly explain the four factors,
and then encourage participants to assess
which factor is most relevant – see the
video for how I do this.

Note – this section will require you to quickly explain the four blocks to the stakeholder(s). I usually take about 2 minutes,
quickly sketching out a stick figure (right) and explaining that blocks to behavioural change can happen in one of 4 ways. For
example, if you wanted someone to open a
locked box, there could be four blocks:
Knowledge: They simply need to have the
explanation of why and how to open the box and,
with that information, they’ll do it.
Skill: More than the information, to open the box
requires practice to develop and execute.
Mindset/Motivation: Even if they have the
knowledge and skill, do they want to open the
box (motivation) or think that they can/should do
it (mindset).
Environment: and even if all the above factors
are met, perhaps the box is physically blocked or
they just don’t have the time to worry about the
box because of other contextual factors.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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Solution Design
Wrap up & Summarise the Analysis and Book Next Steps
At the end of the previous step is where I’d normally end a short meeting.
If it’s a bigger consultation process you can jump into solution as part of the co-design process but, for 30m to 60m meetings, it’s
best to stop here and consider solution options outside of the meeting.
When you wrap up the meeting, try to summarise what you’ve learnt about the performance outcomes and success, the priority
audience group, and the required behaviours/blocks.
Make a time or set up a way for you to provide/discuss recommendations.
We are now moving to the second page of the Performance Canvas – See next page.
You can use the top line, marked out as ‘Define the Problem’, as a guide of what you should summarise, this supports you and
your stakeholder to be on the same page.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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Start with the Environment
Once the problem has been clearly stated and agreed upon, I recommend starting with the environment. This is counter to what
most L&D professionals’ practice but, in my experience, behaviour change is hard! So, consider whether you can find ways to
meet the required change by tweaking the environment, particularly through nudges.
Nudges and Habits
I won’t go into detail about Nudge theory here, if you want to know more one of the best options is to explore this slideshare
that I prepared as an overview of it, as it has lots of fantastic examples. If you’re reading this as a print out then you can simply
Google “Arun Pradhan, slideshare, Art of Nudging” which should find it for you.
I suggest using the EAST Framework developed by the Behavioural Insights Team (UK), The original ‘nudge unit’.

Find out more about the EAST Framework on ModelThinkers here.
Along the same behavioural economics theme, I also look at how to leverage habits – leveraging cue/routines/reward cycles, but
a quick disclaimer. The challenge with talking about habits at work is the potential overlap with formal processes which might be
a more challenging and/or bureaucratic aspect to create change around. It's a question of who owns it and whether its in scope
or not. Common rule of thumb is that you can look at embedding habits in smaller organisations where processes are not locked
in as scaled elements, not so much in more mature or larger ones.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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Support and Development
After considering nudges and habits we end up in more familiar territory for L&D professionals. Now we’re focusing on this part
of the performance canvas:

It’s time to cast your mind back to your diagnosis of the problem. Did you identify the main blockers as knowledge,
mindset/motivation, or skills? That diagnosis should drive the sort of solution elements you can use. The matrix (above) is
relatively self-explanatory, but here are some extra tips in relation to each of the possible areas.

Presented by ModelThinkers.com
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MINDSET & MOTIVATION
This is essentially about winning the hearts and minds of your audience to embrace the change. Some elements that might
support this include:
•

Direction and clarity
• Clear leadership vision and prioritisation
• Organisational culture
• Meaning and satisfaction of work

•

Engagement
• Communications and transparency
• Collaborative and meaningful networking
• Exec messaging
• Social proof and peer testimonials
• Recognition and rewards

Tip: In the work on personas I highlighted that if mindset/motivation is seen as a key blocker it’s highly recommended to go back
and develop more robust personas based on empathy interviews etc.. This is because a big part of shifting mindset/motivation is
about speaking to ‘WIIFM’ (What’s In It for Me). And to do this we really have to get a clear sense of ‘Me’ in your context – to
deeply empathise and understand you audience’s needs/pain/goals.
Tip 2: In general, the solution elements that shift mindset/ motivation will come together as a marketing styled campaign.
Delivered as much through comms channels as through traditional learning content channels and platforms.
One of the models I help to define and communicate WIIFM and shift motivation is Value Proposition:

Find out more about Value Proposition at ModelThinkers here.
The point here is to identify how your offer will truly benefit your audience group. Refer back to your persona and test your
messaging.
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KNOWLEDGE
I tend to treat knowledge as two distinct types. As facts and information, or as concepts and mental models. Let's look at each.
In terms of facts and information, you might use two approaches:
•

•

Augment to reduce memory and cognitive load requirements,
o Performance support tools to reduce knowledge requirements (e.g. checklists, just-in-time guides, quick reference
guides etc)
o Knowledge Management Systems (e.g. wikis, traditional KMSs, databases etc)
o Knowledge sharing and collaboration (e.g. leveraging 'work out loud' culture, enterprise collaboration software
such as Slack, Teams etc)
Focus on memorising
o Leveraging spaced retrieval options to embed into memory (e.g. spaced quizzes, drip fed content etc)

In terms of concepts and mental models, it's about representing ideas and linking them to each other as well as prior
knowledge, so you might use:
•
•
•

Infographics and visual representations to show relationships
Stories to show application and complexity
Metaphors to relate to prior knowledge

Performance support and augmentation are almost always preferable for a busy, overwhelmed audience but sometimes the
need to embed something into memory is unavoidable. In such situations, ensure that you use Spaced Retrieval principles.

Find out more about Spaced Retrieval on ModelThinkers here.
Importantly, remember that ‘retrieval’ does not have to be a test or quiz. It might also include sharing the information with
colleagues, capturing it in a knowledge management system or wiki, or applying it. The point is to spread application and
learning over time to force repeated retrieval points.
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SKILLS
For skills, I draw much from the work of Anders Ericcson and the application of deliberate practice. Deliberate practice is
essentially focusing on targeted cycles of skills practice, with expert feedback to identify gaps, and repeat the cycle with a new
focus. It combines targeted repetition with the development of pattern recognition to know 'what good looks like'.
In terms of deliberate practice (see diagram and link below), you might leverage:
•
•
•
•

Scenarios/ simulations /roleplays
Worked case studies (remember Dave?)
Stretch projects
Action learning

In terms of effective feedback in particular, you might leverage:
•
•
•

Coaching and mentoring
Performance metrics and data loops based on behaviour
360 and peer surveys

Find out more about Deliberate Practice on ModelThinkers here.
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Beyond the Shopping List
If you’ve been playing along at home, by now you might have a ‘shopping list’ of possible solution elements. The next step is to
prioritise and, depending on the budget/scope of your project, to test potential approaches.
On the Performance Canvas, I’ve included options to explore the ‘riskiest assumptions’ behind your solution elements. This can
be as simple as running a ‘pre-mortem’ where you consider ‘what will go wrong’. It a chance to identify the areas of potential
failure and the big assumptions you are relying on.
From there, if there is time and budget, you can run simple ‘Riskiest Assumption Tests’ (RATs) to further test these assumptions
using ‘low fidelity prototypes’. An example of a low fidelity prototype might be a stick figure cartoon explaining an experience, a
wireframe explaining a digital interface, or even a bullet point description describing an on the job experience. Ask, ‘how can I
preview the experience that I want to test as fast and cheaply as possible?’

Find out more about Riskiest Assumption Tests on ModelThinkers here.
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Another way to prioritise your list is to use an impact/ effort grid. This can be a simple exercise that works well in co-design
sessions with multiple stakeholders, where people pin up solutions where they think they sit in the grid.

Find out more about the Impact Effort Matrix on ModelThinkers here.
But even once you’ve identified high priority solution elements that work in your context, and even after you’ve tested and
prototyped some of them, the next question is how will you deliver them as a seamless experience?
There are two high-level options.
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Integration as a High Performance Ecosystem

Learning in a High Performance Ecosystem. Diagram by arun > arunpradhan.com 2017.

It’s not enough to deliver a shopping list of solution elements. To be effective, they must be integrated into an overall solution
and experience. The above diagram represents an ecosystem framework to conceptualise how these elements might work
together to enable high performance in a ‘business as usual’ context. In other words, it reflects how you’re creating an
environment where learning and performance are better supported.
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Integration as a Blended Learning Experience

This alternative is more traditional, presenting a possible framework for a course as a blended learning experience. Note how
the on-the-job and social experiences are effectively ‘book-ended’ by formal learning. The idea here is to prime people for a
learning experience, which largely occurs in their workflow. Therefore the emphasis is on how to scaffold and nudge behaviour
in the workflow rather than focus on removed training events. Please note, that these stages can be applied to a year long
leadership program right through to a small elearning intervention which still combines priming, on the job application and a
follow up email. It’s highly scalable.
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Scaling Up
When to scale
I’ve described how to use the Performance Gap Analysis for a simple 30 to 60m conversation. Here’s how it might be scaled up
for more complicated projects with larger budges.
OPTION
OPTION 1 QUICK
CONVERSATION

30-60m
Performance Gap
Analysis

OPTION 2 –
ONE DAY
WORKSHOP
4 to 5hr Co-Design
Workshop

OPTION 3 –
DEEP DIVE WITH
DESIGN THINKING
A full Co-Design
process, up to 3 full
day workshops over
a month duration

WHEN TO USE IT

KEY POINTS

•

Initial exploratory
conversations

•

For simple and small budget
projects

•

To reframe order taker
conversations

•

To engage skeptical
stakeholders

•

As a follow up to option 1
when motivation or mindset
is identified as a key factor

This is simply an expanded approach of the above
process. The key differences from the shorter version
include:

•

When the key stakeholders
are removed from the
actual audience

•

It should involve 6 to 20 members of the actual
targeted audience group in a co-design workshop

•

•

Whenever there is time,
opportunity and budget to
warrant a slightly more
detailed exploration

Develop 3 personas rather than a single one, and
base it on direct feedback from the audience
group itself

•

Possibly use the workshop to begin exploring
solutions

•

When there is ambiguity or
unknown factors with the
audience group, challenge,
or context

•

When there is openness to
an innovative solution

•

When there is ‘significant’
budget to warrant the codesign costs

•

When there is adequate
access to the audience
group.
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As described in some detail on the previous pages, this
involves a single persona and is based on the insights
and knowledge of the stakeholders.
It’s a strong initial approach but the assumptions they
bring to the table should be considered a key risk.

This process represents a significant investment and
should be used for large and important projects that
have a level of ambiguity.
Please see the following pages for a brief overview of
what this might look like.
Also view the following link and included video:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/design-thinkinglearning-innovation-practical-guide-arun-pradhan/
(Alternatively, you can Google ‘Arun, design thinking
for learning innovation’)
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Option 3 - Design thinking
Design thinking represents a mindset and method for innovation. It’s about reframing problems from a place of empathy, but
it’s more than that.

For me, design thinking is about starting with empathy, designing collaboratively, and failing faster, to
create innovative end-to-end experiences.
Mindset
From a mindset perspective we can break this down to:
•

Embracing empathy first. We all say we’re learner centric, indeed I claimed that badge for decades, and yet, until I fully
embraced design thinking, I rarely interviewed end users or observed them at work. And I honestly never co-designed
with groups of them.

•

Aiming to fail fast. Design thinking embraces an iterative approach of testing ideas and prototyping or, as IDEO’s Tom
Kelley described: “Fail often so you can succeed sooner.”

•

Think experiences. A wonderful aspect of design thinking is the opportunity to consider the big picture and end-to-end
experience and context rather than an isolated event.

Process
Stemming from these principles, there are a number of processes that design thinking might follow.

Find out more about Design Thinking on ModelThinkers here.

Be warned, much of the criticism or backlast around design thinking tends to stem from people implementing it as a step by step
process, rather than dynamically embracing the principles and mindset behind it.
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Tools
And finally, there are a multitude of tools you might use to achieve results. Some have been around for a long time and be in
your toolkit already, and they bundle together well during the above process. The ones I most commonly use include:
•

Empathy interviews: asking open-ended ‘tell me about a time when…’ questions and being prepared to follow up with
a series of ‘why’ questions to dig deeper and reveal underlying needs. I usually get the co-design group, who have
members of the target audience, to run such interviews with their peers before the first co-design session.

•

Observation: watching your audience in context to understand their context and workflow.

•

Card sorts: a quick and efficient way to collaboratively work through ideas, I generally use these to move from
interview data, to themes, and finally to draw out insights.

•

Personas: one of my favourite tools that provides a glimpse into a possible audience member. See the previous section
that dives into this in more detail.

•

How might we statements: these statements are used to reframe the problem and drive ideation. They can vary in
structure, but a common format I use for learning and performance challenges is:

“How might we support [persona name] to [take required behaviour] given that we know [surprising
insight]”
•

Low fidelity prototypes: I’ve found the trick with prototypes is to ask what’s the least we can create to preview the
experience of the idea. This often consists of storyboards, outlining a comic style narrative, or wireframe sketches of a
digital solution. Importantly, this process should test ‘the big assumptions’ that will potentially cause failure in the
project later. Once identified, why wait? Such prototyping allows you to quickly fail and prove or disprove the
assumptions, create deeper understanding of the audience needs, and ultimately a better solution in the process.

•

Journey maps: Mapping the highs and lows associated with an end to experience helps to break us out of ‘event’
mentality and consider the overall learning journey. It’s a wonderful way to visualise an entire experience and ask how
the positives from the highs can be extended, and how the lows can be reframed.

Many of these approaches can be taken ‘as is’ from design thinking and used in a learning and performance context, however I
do tend to include a twist that customises the process for our profession.
What this can look like
With warnings of rote learning a process fresh in your mind, a common way I’ve implemented this is as three workshops
delivered over a month duration. The approach I have developed below integrates design thinking with the Performance Gap
Analysis process. The Performance Gap Analysis elements have been highlighted in bold italics.
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To break the design thinking process down in more detail, it includes:
PHASE

APPROACH

ACTIONS

BEFORE THE
WORKSHOP

Select co-design
group

•

Kick off webinar/
session

•

Quick overview and emphasize the importance of
empathy interviews

Co-design group
conducts empathy
interviews

•

Conduct interviews, often five to seven questions, with
follow up ‘why’ questions

Gather other inputs

•

Gather data from observations, reports, surveys or any
other sources.

WORKSHOP 1

Define success

Empathy and
define

•
•

Establish tangible business success
Define metrics

Theme data

•

Use card sorts to capture and theme data

Draw insights

•

Use the themed data to extrapolate insights

Create personas

•
•

Draw on insights and data
Identify key audience group, using 80:20 rule (who will
most impact on the outcome
Create personas

•

Gather data

•

15 to 20 people, targeting key stakeholders and the
actual audience group
Consider ‘extreme users’, including a small percentage of
extremes

Identify required
behavior change

•

Identify what behaviors the personas must take to
achieve the desired success

Identify key levers
for change

•

Identify what blocks/ levers exist in terms of knowledge,
motivation/ mindset, skill and environment

Reframe the problem

•

Establish ‘how might we’ statements

BEFORE
WORKSHOP 2

Personal ideation

•

Each individual chooses a few ‘how might we statements’
to conduct personal brainstorming around

Personal
ideation

Expert ideation

•

Gather a cross function group to brainstorm around the
problem

WORKSHOP 2 –
ideation and
prototype

Recap

•

Recap of the process to date, check in and highlight the
reframed problem and success factors

Group brainstorm

•

Possibly using methods like SCAMPER etc.

Introduce solution
cards

•
•

Introduce pre-populated solution prompts
Continue with the group brainstorm

Introduce expert
ideas

•
•

Introduce the outcomes from the expert ideation
Continue with the group brainstorm

Priorities solutions

•
•
•

Use an impact grid for quick card sort
Discuss and debate points of difference
Select groups to delve into detail for key ideas
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BEFORE
WORKSHOP 3

Prototype plan

•
•

Establish big assumptions and test group
Create low fidelity prototype and engagement plan

Field testing

•
•

Use prototypes as the basis for further empathy
interviews
Focus on understanding the audience rather than
defending the solution

Gather feedback

•
•

Use feedback grids to gather and assess feedback
Tweak solution elements as required

Establish end to end
experience

•

Create ‘wall size’ table, with a column for each solution
element and rows such as:
- Summary and audience group
- Key outcomes
- Risks, dependencies and assumptions
- Delivery channels, logistics
- Details and ideas

Create journey maps

•

Use personas to check the experience via journey maps

Create report

•
•
•

Establish high level design
Recommendations
Next steps

Field testing
WORKSHOP 3
Refine and
define solution

AFTER THE
WORKSHOPS

The sections highlighted are the stages that are generally involved in the faster 30 to 60m performance conversations.
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Final Words
We all know that without commitment, practice and application you’re going to forget these techniques within a few days. So
how can you embed change? Fortunately, there’s a process to help ☺.

Consider using your own situation as the basis for a Performance Gap Analysis process.
Work through each step with yourself as the audience group. In doing so, you’ll identify the real success factors behind your
interest in becoming a performance partner; the actual behavioural change that you need to embed; and what sort of blocks
you’re facing. From there you can brainstorm solutions to assist yourself, which look at the full spectrum of performance
strategies.

And finally, please be courageous as you reframe, dig-deeper and redefine your role!
Thank you,

Arun Pradhan
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